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The electromagnetic polarizabilities of the nucleon are fundamental nucleon-structure observables that
characterize its response to external electromagnetic fields. The neutron polarizabilities can be accessed from
Compton-scattering data on light nuclear targets. Recent measurements of the differential cross section for
Compton scattering on the deuteron below the pion-production threshold have decreased the uncertainties in
the neutron polarizabilities, yet the proton polarizabilities remain known substantially more accurately. As the
sensitivity of the cross section to the polarizabilities increases with incident photon energy, measurements above
the pion threshold may offer a way for an improved determination of the neutron polarizabilities. In this Rapid
Communiciation, the first measurement of the cross section for coherent Compton scattering on the deuteron
above the pion-production threshold is presented.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevC.98.012201
Nucleon polarizabilities are fundamental nucleon-structure
observables that characterize the response of the nucleon to
an external electromagnetic field. Accurate determination of
the nucleon polarizabilities is an ongoing effort that has lately
received considerable attention. The polarizabilities may be
accessed from the differential cross section for Compton scat-
tering on the nucleon. Several exhaustive theoretical reviews
that summarize and interpret the available Compton data have
been published over the past few decades. An approach to
describing Compton scattering on light nuclei based upon
dispersion relations is discussed in Refs. [1,2], whereas an
effective field-theory approach is presented in Ref. [3].
The proton polarizabilities are extracted from the cross
section for Compton scattering on hydrogen, whereas for
neutron polarizabilities, a light nuclear target is required since
no feasible free-neutron target exists. Unfolding the neutron
polarizabilities from the coherent Compton-scattering signal
on a light nucleus is more complicated because of the interac-
*Present address: Nikhef, Science Park 105, 1098 XG Amsterdam,
The Netherlands.
†Corresponding author: kevin.fissum@nuclear.lu.se
‡Present address: National Superconducting Cyclotron Laboratory,
Michigan State University, Michigan 48824.
tions due to the additional nucleon(s). Furthermore, the world
data set for Compton scattering on hydrogen is vastly larger
compared to the Compton data set for light nuclear targets,
such as deuterium and helium [3]. Consequently, the proton
polarizabilities are known considerably more accurately. The
latest determination of the electric and magnetic polarizabili-
ties α and β of the proton yielded [4]
αp = 10.65 ± 0.35(stat) ± 0.2(BSR) ± 0.3(th), (1)
βp = 3.15 ∓ 0.35(stat) ± 0.2(BSR) ∓ 0.3(th). (2)
The uncertainty due to the Baldin sum rule (BSR) [5], which
is based on the optical theorem, is indicated separately from
the statistical and theoretical uncertainties. Both α and β are
expressed in the conventional unit 10−4 fm3, which is used
throughout this Rapid Communication.
The first modern measurements of the neutron polariz-
abilities via Compton scattering on the deuteron below the
pion-production threshold were performed in Illinois [6] and
Saskatchewan [7]. These were shortly followed up by an
experiment in Lund [8]. In parallel, extractions of the neu-
tron polarizabilities via quasifree Compton scattering on the
deuteron were performed as described in Refs. [9,10]. Both
experiments used incident photon energies Eγ > 200 MeV,
and data were interpreted using dispersion theory. The most
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accurate determination of the neutron polarizabilities to date
was performed in Refs. [11–13] through combining new data
from Compton scattering on the deuteron with the world data
set, leading to
αn = 11.55 ± 1.25(stat) ± 0.2(BSR) ± 0.8(th), (3)
βn = 3.65 ∓ 1.25(stat) ± 0.2(BSR) ∓ 0.8(th). (4)
Comparison of the proton and the neutron polarizabilities
indicates that knowledge of the latter is substantially poorer
with larger statistical and theoretical uncertainties. The sen-
sitivity of the cross section for Compton scattering to the
polarizabilities increases with the incident photon energy
[3], which makes measurements above the pion-production
threshold a possible means to improve the accuracy of the
extracted neutron polarizabilities. However, this introduces
new experimental and theoretical challenges. Experimentally,
the separation of coherent Compton scattering on the deuteron
from scattering off the bound nucleons becomes more difficult
as it relies on photon detectors with an energy resolution of
the order of the deuteron break-up energy. Additionally, the
strong background from radiative capture of photoproduced
π− in deuterium overwhelms the much weaker signal from the
Compton-scattering reaction. This precludes measurements at
energies and angles where the Compton-scattering signal and
the π−-capture signal overlap kinematically. Theoretically,
the interpretation of the Compton cross section becomes
more complicated due to the opening of the pion-production
channels and the growing influence of the  resonance. These
challenges need to be addressed for an improved determination
of the neutron polarizabilities from Compton data at these
energies. In this Rapid Communication, the first measurement
of the cross section for coherent Compton scattering on the
deuteron above pion-production threshold is presented. The
data presented below are anticipated to stimulate further
development of the theory and offer constraints for future
calculations and experiments.
The experiment was performed at the former tagged photon
facility [14] located at the MAX IV Laboratory [15] in
Lund, Sweden. A pulse-stretched electron beam [16] with an
energy of∼190 MeV was used to produce quasimonoenergetic
photons via the bremsstrahlung-tagging technique [17,18]. The
photons were tagged in the energy range of 140–160 MeV, and
the energies of the photons were determined with a resolution
of ∼0.6 MeV by the 64-channel Saskatchewan Accelerator
Laboratory focal-plane (FP) hodoscope [19]. The arrival times
of postbremsstrahlung recoil electrons at the hodoscope were
digitized with multihit time-to-digital (TDC) converters. Time-
normalized scalers provided the postbremsstrahlung recoil
electron counting rate, which was typically 0.1–1 MHz per
FP channel. Daily tagging-efficiency measurements were em-
ployed to account for the tagged photons that were lost in
the beam-collimation process. To that end, a ∼100% efficient
Pb-glass detector was raised into the beam to count the
bremsstrahlung photons that passed through the collimator into
the experimental hall. The tagging efficiency  for each FP
channel was determined as
ch = N chPb/N chFP, (5)
where N chPb was the number of bremsstrahlung photons that
entered the experimental hall (detected by the Pb-glass
detector) and N chFP was the number of postbremsstrahlung recoil
electrons incident on the FP channel. The tagging-efficiency
measurements were performed with a low-intensity photon
beam, which enabled unambiguous correlation of a photon
detected in the Pb glass with an electron detected in a specific
FP channel. The tagging efficiencies varied slightly along the
entire FP detector but had a mean value of ∼23% with a
systematic uncertainty of ∼2%.
The tagged-photon beam was incident on a cylindrical Kap-
ton vessel that contained liquid deuterium. The vessel was 170-
mm long aligned along the beam axis with a diameter of 68 mm
and 120-μm-thick walls. The density of the liquid deuterium
was monitored throughout the experiment and was stable at
ρD = (0.163 ± 0.001) g/cm3. A large NaI(Tl) spectrometer
named Compton and Two-Photon Spectrometer (CATS) [20]
was set up at a laboratory angle of θ = 60◦ to detect Compton-
scattered photons. Two other NaI(Tl) spectrometers recorded
events at θ = 120◦ and 150◦, but in these detectors the
Compton signal was largely obscured by the background signal
from π− capture. This prevented the extraction of the cross
section for Compton scattering at backward angles. However,
data from all three detectors were used for the measurement
of the cross section for π− photoproduction on the deuteron,
which will be discussed in a separate article.
The CATS spectrometer consisted of a large cylindrical
core NaI(Tl) crystal that was surrounded by six optically
isolated NaI(Tl) segments. The NaI(Tl) segments were in turn
surrounded by an annulus of plastic scintillators that were used
for the identification of cosmic-ray muons, which constituted a
significant background. The energy resolution of the detector
was approximately 3-MeV FWHM for ∼150-MeV incident
photons, which enabled the separation of the coherent deuteron
Compton-scattering signal from nonelastic reaction channels.
The scintillation was read out by photomultiplier tubes (PMTs)
attached to the rear faces of the scintillators. The analog
signals from the PMTs were converted to digital format by
charge-integrating analog-to-digital converters (QDCs).
Data were recorded on an event-by-event basis. The data-
acquisition and data analysis software was based on ROOT [21]
and ROOFIT [22] software frameworks. The data acquisition
was triggered by an event in the CATS detector, which initiated
the readout of the QDCs and started the multihit TDCs. The
multihit TDC stop signals came from the postbremsstrahlung
recoil electrons striking the FP channels. The QDC signals al-
lowed reconstruction of the detected photon energies, whereas
the FP TDC signals established the coincidence between the
postbremsstrahlung recoil electrons and the scattered photons
detected with the CATS spectrometer. The data were collected
over three 4-week run periods in June and September 2011 and
April 2015. The positioning of the CATS detector relative to
the Kapton target and the tagged-photon beam is depicted in
Fig. 1. The distance between the target center and the CATS
collimator was 297 mm in 2015 and 335 mm in 2011.
The NaI(Tl) spectrometer was calibrated by placing it
directly into a low-intensity photon beam and establishing the
response as a function of the tagged-photon energy. The overall
calibration of the NaI(Tl) detector and the tagged-photon
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FIG. 1. A drawing of the experimental setup. Gray: beam colli-
mator; wavy line: photon beam; blue box: deuterium target; black
regions: CATS front and inner collimator; green box: CATS scintil-
lators [NaI(Tl) and plastics].
energies was confirmed with an accuracy of ±0.4 MeV by
reconstructing the ∼130-MeV photon energy resulting from
the radiative capture ofπ− in deuterium [23] and the location of
the π− photoproduction threshold on the FP detector. The gain
instabilities of the PMTs over the run periods were corrected by
monitoring the QDC peak locations resulting from cosmic-ray
muons traversing the detector on a run-by-run basis. The
annulus NaI(Tl) and plastic scintillators were used to select
cosmic-ray muons with similar track lengths through the core
crystal, which served to suppress the variation of the PMT
signals due to varying muon paths. The selection of these events
is illustrated in Fig. 2.
The differential cross section for Compton scattering was
computed according to
dσ
d
= Y
effNγ κeff
. (6)
267 mm
483 mm
FIG. 2. Cross-sectional view of the CATS detector. Cosmic-ray
muon (downgoing arrow) events that caused a signal in opposing
annulus segments (green) were selected for monitoring PMT gain
instabilities. NaI(Tl) crystals are striped to distinguish them from
plastic scintillators.
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FIG. 3. Extraction of the Compton yield from a fit to the coinci-
dences within the cut Emiss ∈ [−2,3] MeV. Filled black circles: data
points; long-dashed red: model for true coincidences; short-dashed
black: model for background from random coincidences; solid blue:
the fit result. The error bars indicate statistical uncertainties. The inset
image: Emiss spectrum inside and outside of the timing-coincidence
window (cw) alongside the simulated curve. The vertical lines indicate
the cut on Emiss.
In Eq. (6), Y is the yield of Compton-scattered photons, eff is
the detector acceptance, Nγ is the number of tagged photons
incident on the target, and κeff is the effective target thickness.
For the extraction of the yield from the experimental signal, a
missing energy was defined as
Emiss = Edet − E′γ . (7)
In Eq. (7), Edet is the energy detected by CATS, and E′γ is the
expected energy of the Compton-scattered photon, calculated
via two-body kinematics from the tagged-photon energy Eγ ,
the deuteron mass MD , and the scattering angle θ according to
E′γ =
MDEγ
MD + Eγ (1 − cos θ ) . (8)
The Compton yield was determined by events that were
inside the cut Emiss ∈ [−2,3] MeV and were in coincidence
with the postbremsstrahlung electron used to tag the pho-
ton. The background from scattering off bound nucleons
γ + 2H → γ ′ + n + p was strongly suppressed by the cut
on Emiss at −2 MeV. GEANT4 [24] simulations confirmed the
inelastic contribution to the Compton signal to be 2%. The
contamination from scattering from the Kapton vessel was also
investigated with a GEANT4 simulation and was determined to
be (1.5 ± 1)%. The combined uncertainty from the Kapton and
the inelastic contamination was estimated to be 3% by adding
the two contributions in quadrature.
The FP channels were grouped in four energy bins of
approximately 5-MeV width. For each energy bin, a coinci-
dence histogram with events that satisfied the cut on Emiss was
filled. As the π− background was eliminated and the inelastic
and Kapton scattering events were strongly suppressed by
the Emiss cut (Fig. 3: inset), the remaining coincidences
originated predominantly from the Compton-scattering events.
This enabled the extraction of the yields directly from fits to
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TABLE I. Measured differential cross section for Compton scattering on the deuteron at θ = 60◦. The first uncertainty is statistical, and the
second uncertainty is systematic. A statistically weighted average of the three measurements is reported in the right column.
Eγ (MeV) Apr. 15 dσ/d (nb/sr) Sep. 11 dσ/d (nb/sr) June 11 dσ/d (nb/sr) Ave. dσ/d (nb/sr)
143.2 10.5 ± 2.7 ± 0.9 13.7 ± 3.0 ± 2.1 9.6 ± 3.1 ± 1.4 11.2 ± 1.7 ± 1.5
148.4 11.7 ± 2.5 ± 0.6 20.3 ± 2.7 ± 2.5 18.9 ± 4.2 ± 2.4 16.5 ± 1.9 ± 1.7
153.2 15.5 ± 2.8 ± 0.8 18.4 ± 2.8 ± 2.3 10.5 ± 4.2 ± 2.4 15.3 ± 1.9 ± 1.8
158.5 22.5 ± 3.6 ± 1.4 21.4 ± 2.5 ± 1.7 22.1 ± 5.2 ± 2.2 21.9 ± 2.3 ± 1.7
the coincidence spectra as illustrated in Fig. 3. The background
from random coincidences had a nontrivial time structure due
to a time modulation of the electron-beam intensity, related to
the pulse-stretching and beam-extraction apparatus [25]. Two
background models were used for the yield-extraction fits. In
one case, the background was represented by a polynomial,
and in the other case the background was estimated with the
sensitive nonlinear iterative peak clipping algorithm [26,27].
With each background model, the fits were performed several
times, employing a different fit range around the coincidence
peak and using 0.5- and 1-ns binnings for the data. The
different settings and background models led to a total of 32
fits per coincidence spectrum. The standard deviation of the
resulting random-subtracted Compton yields was used as an
estimate for the systematic uncertainty. The time modulation
of the electron-beam intensity was smaller in 2015, and the
signal-to-background ratio was less favorable in the 2011 data.
As a result, the yields in the first two run periods were more
sensitive to the variations in the fit settings. The systematic
uncertainties of the yields varied from 6% to 23% in June and
September 2011 and from 3% to 8% in April 2015, depending
on the energy bin. However, the statistical uncertainties of the
yields dominated the overall uncertainties of the cross sections,
which ranged from 12% to 40% for different run periods.
The detector acceptance eff was determined from a
GEANT4 simulation. First, the detector response for the simula-
tion was determined by matching the Monte Carlo in-beam data
to the experimental in-beam data. To that end, the simulated
data were convoluted with a Gaussian function and fitted
to the experimental data. This determined the parameters of
the convoluting Gaussian that encoded the detector response
and could subsequently be used to smear the detected energy
of simulated events on an event-by-event basis. A similar
approach was used in Ref. [12]. Second, Compton scatter-
ing from the liquid-deuterium target was simulated with the
scattering angle sampled from a phase-space distribution. The
ratio of Monte Carlo events that entered the CATS detector
and satisfied the Emiss cut to the total number of simulated
events determined the acceptance. The different positioning
of the detector in different run periods led to moderately
different acceptances with typical values of ∼26 msr in 2015
and ∼23 msr in 2011. The systematic uncertainty of the
acceptance was determined to be ∼3% by varying the detector
and the target positioning in the simulation by the positioning
uncertainty in the experimental hall and calculating the change
in the acceptance.
The tagged-photon flux Nγ was established by multiplying
the counts in the FP hodoscope channels by the measured
tagging efficiencies. The systematic uncertainty in the tagged-
photon flux was dominated by the ∼2% uncertainty in the
tagging efficiency.
The average flight path of the photons through the target
was combined with the target density to calculate the effective
target thickness,
κeff = (8.14 ± 0.10) × 1023 nuclei/cm2. (9)
The ∼1.2% uncertainty originates predominantly from the
variance of the photon flight path through the liquid deuterium,
caused by the geometry of the beamline and the Kapton
container. The average photon flight path and its variance
were determined from a dedicated GEANT4 simulation of the
geometry of the beamline and the target. The same target was
used in the experiment of Ref. [12], and the effective target
thicknesses are in excellent agreement.
The three run periods provided three cross-section measure-
ments that are reported in Table I. The measurements from
different run periods are mostly consistent within statistical
uncertainties, and the extracted cross section increases with
incident photon energy, which is the expected trend above
the pion-production threshold [3]. The statistically weighted
average of the three results is reported in the right column
of Table I. The leading sources of systematic uncertainties
are summarized in Table II. The systematic uncertainties
were dominated by the uncertainties in the yield extraction,
which were correlated between run periods. Therefore, in the
calculation of the systematic uncertainties of the combined
results, complete correlation was assumed, which led to the
most conservative (largest) combined systematic uncertain-
ties. However, the statistical uncertainties are larger than the
systematic uncertainties with typical values between 10% and
15% for the combined results. Figure 4 presents the data of
Table I.
TABLE II. Summary of systematic uncertainties. The dominant
systematic uncertainties were correlated between energy bins and run
periods.
Eγ Eγ and run
Quantity Source Uncorrelated correlated period correlated
Y Fit 3%–23%
Inelastic 2%
Kapton 1%
eff Positioning ∼3%
Tagging
Nγ efficiency ∼2%
κeff Geometry 1.2%
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FIG. 4. Measured differential cross section for Compton scatter-
ing on the deuteron at 60◦. The measurements from three different
run periods are indicated with statistical uncertainties. The average of
the three measurements (black circles) are shown with both statistical
(error bars) and systematic (error boxes) uncertainties.
The present cross sections are of similar magnitude to
the published data below pion-production threshold [12] and
quite similar to the world data set for Compton scattering
on the proton at similar energies [3]. A rigorous theoretical
calculation is required for a quantitative comparison to pre-
vious measurements and for the incorporation of the present
results to the database for the determination of the neutron
polarizabilities.
To summarize, a first measurement of the cross section for
Compton scattering on the deuteron above the pion-production
threshold has been performed. These new data are intended
to spur the extension of theoretical approaches for deuteron
Compton scattering to energies above the pion threshold.
However, further measurements with wider angular coverage
and higher statistical significance are required to substantially
constrain αn and βn.
It has been shown that the differential cross section for
Compton scattering on 3He also has significant sensitivity to
the neutron polarizabilities [28,29]. This has led to proposals
to measure the differential cross section for elastic Compton
scattering on 3He at HI γ S [30] and at Mainz [31]. Refer-
ence [30] proposes to measure the cross section at incident
photon energies of 100 and 120 MeV at fixed angles by
detecting the scattered photons with large NaI(Tl) detectors.
Below pion threshold the high resolution of the large detectors
will suffice to cleanly separate the elastic events from the
breakup channels. Reference [31] proposes to measure the
cross section at incident photon energies from 50 to 200 MeV
with ∼4π angular coverage by using a helium gas scintillator
active target [32] in conjunction with the Crystal Ball Detector
[33] at Mainz. The use of the active target will enable the
detection of the recoiling helium nucleus, which will be crucial
for exploring the region above the pion-production threshold
due to the resolution limit of the NaI(Tl) calorimeter at Mainz.
The proposed experiments could potentially improve upon
the statistical uncertainties of the experiment reported here
due to the higher cross section for Compton scattering on
3He compared to 2H and the substantially wider angular
coverage.
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